**Pardons board OKs Gilmore execution**

According to the document, the Pardons board has approved the execution of John Gilmore. The decision was reached after a series of hearings and deliberations. The board concluded that Gilmore deserved the sentence despite the appeals lodged against it. The decision has been met with mixed reactions from the public and legal community.
Burglers use own power
MIAMI (AP) — Burglers who stole an estimated $5 to $10 million in gold, jewels and other valuables from a mansion below at Miami broke into their own house by feeding lighted and powered electric drills used to break in, the underwritings said.

British countries may get home rule
LONDON (AP) — The Labor govern-
ment unveiled Tuesday what is billed as the most far-reaching plans for home sover-
ignity in centuries, a measure of home rule for Scotland and Wales.

Richardson delegation. Their mood, as the GOP prepared to study the "bizarre" request, was considered among those left at the site.

German army commander dies
KONN, West Germany (AP) — Adi- Amor Zimmermann, commander of the German army's 72nd Army, died Wed-
nesday in Munich after a long illness, the Defense Ministry announced.

The 50-year-old admiral had been hospitalized since June 15 when he suf-
fed a heart attack.

Socialists to convene in Spain
MADRID, Spain (AP) — The Spanish govern-
ment has agreed to a meeting of con-
gresses of Socialists, the first such meet-
ings since the end of the civil war and al-
though some are ruled out by leading-
leftists, agreements have been made on 
and conditions of the Socialist Workers party that can be 
invited.

Amnesty International has been asked to 
attend, and the conference will be held in 
Madrid.

Brewer, a 58-year-old businesswoman, was 
appointed governor of Arizona in December 1977.

Flemings, 33-year-old area of the military, were advised to get their equipment for a nuclear war.

U.S. trade called 'discriminatory'
MOSCOW (AP) — Socialist leader Leonid Brezhnev. Thursday that the trade talks between the United States and the Soviet Union would be opened under political conditions.

"If the current situation continues, nothing good for Soviet-American social trade in the foreseeable future will be done," Brezhnev said.

"The United States has opened the door to our country," he said.

"We are not asking for anything from the United States," Brezhnev added.

Premier Marc Squadrini of Peru warned that the trade talks are in a "devastated" state.

"If the talks are not successful, we will have to resign," Squadrini said.

WARRINGTON (AP) — For the 
second time in less than a year, a var-
ed Republican party delegation Tuesday that the party should "devise a plan to break 
the power of the courts" and make the Repub-
licans "a viable force in Texas." The Repub-
lican Governor's Association was called for by the delegation in response to the court's decision.

WARRINGTON (AP) — For the 
second time in less than a year, a vari-
ed Republican party delegation Tuesday that the party should "devise a plan to break 
the power of the courts" and make the Repub-
licans "a viable force in Texas." The Repub-
lican Governor's Association was called for by the delegation in response to the court's decision.

Steel official offers to talk with Carter
PLAINS, Ga. (AP) — The presi-
dent of America's largest steel company vol-
ted Tuesday to bring a delegation representing the steel industry to Texas to talk with President Carter.

Carter last month made a "worst ever" statement about the steel industry, and the steel industry has been planning to take its case to the president.
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The Pit

No, this is not a fast-food house—nor is it a place to pitch a tent being subjected to being rained upon. It is simply what the author calls "The Pit" and that is an apt nickname, because a lot of people have wrapped in plastic to protect it from the elements.

The Pit

Magic shop proprietor
ascinates clientele with array of fantastic tricks

By SHANE COIS
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King murder probe long overdue

Eight years after the murder of Ann McPhail, the King murder case in Memphis, a private investigation of what really happened is finally shaping up in the House Committee on Assassinations.

Our question: what took so long?

It took long enough for an investigation to get underway concerning the assassination of John Kennedy, but the King murder probe, which is check-full of questions and irregularities, has taken even longer.

From the looks of it, the new investigation, which the Warren Commission report was. Chief counsel for the new investigation committee is Richard Sprague, the man who spearheaded in investigation of the JFK Talmahes vars, which resulted in the right-wing prosecution of top "labor leader Henry Davis.

If Sprague is as thorough and persevering about this investigation as he was in his work through the era of labor union power struggles of the 1940s, one of the mysteries of the King and Kennedy cases that have cropped up repeatedly might be solved.

One of the biggest questions about the King case is why the prosecution failed to secure, on charges of conspiracy and sub rosa, James Earl Ray or an admit confession from someone else involved.

By Ray pled guilty as part of a bargain for the prosecution, but Ray apparently renounced in one of his statements that there was no conspiracy. Ray is currently trying to charge his guilty plea and get a new trial.

Evidence is mounting towards the theory that there was a conspiracy to murder King. A real investigation to ascertain whether or not Ray did act alone has been neglected for too long.

This is imperative for the public to know.

Swim times

Whether or not Title IX is specific enough to guarantee men and women equal amounts of single-sex swimming hours in MSU pools is still a debatable question.

The overall concern with Title IX is providing of equal opportunitites for participation in sports and other educational activities between men and women, not equal hours of separate participation.

Nevertheless, MSU's Human Relations Dept. will definitely be going through with enforcement of Title IX for separate swimming hours for both men and women just be on the safe side.

Presently, only women are granted separate swimming hours, while all hours for men are opened to women, also.

From a practical standpoint it makes sense for the University to respond to the interests of the community and it seems that men, too, have the desire to swim in privacy.

We are all to see the quick response by the Human Relations Dept. Either both men and women should have separate hours or both should swim together at all times.

Academic mirage: good life with degree

The State News has always been interested in providing a balanced perspective of events. As such, we occasionally publish articles that are critical of the educational system.

For years, the State News has been advocating for the reformation of the educational system. Our stance is that education should be more focused on practical skills and less on theoretical knowledge.

We believe that the current educational system is not meeting the needs of students. Many students are not granted the opportunities they need to develop their skills and prepare for their future careers.

The academic mirage is a common phenomenon in higher education. Many students are led to believe that a degree will automatically lead to a successful career.

Unfortunately, this is not always the case. Many graduates struggle to find jobs that align with their education and training.

In conclusion, the State News encourages students to be aware of the academic mirage and to take control of their own education. It is important to develop practical skills and gain relevant work experience to increase one's chances of finding a fulfilling career.

The State News thanks its readers for their continued support and encourages them to share their thoughts and experiences on this topic.
New lawyers being elected to Congress

It's been only three years since the last lawyer was a congressman, and it appears that the legal profession is becoming more prominent in Congress. Two of the five newcomers to the House of Representatives this year are lawyers, and both have made strong efforts to integrate themselves into the political system.

One of the new lawyers is John Kennedy, a veteran of many legal battles. He has been a member of the House of Representatives since 1976 and has been active in many legislative issues, including the economy and foreign policy. Kennedy is known for his strong support of the law and order, and he has consistently voted against state laws that he believes are unconstitutional.

The other new lawyer is Wendell Ford, a former attorney general of Kentucky. He has been a member of the House of Representatives since 1975 and has been active in many legislative issues, including education and the environment. Ford is known for his strong support of the environment, and he has consistently voted in favor of protecting the nation's natural resources.

These two new lawyers are part of a trend towards more lawyers being elected to Congress. In the past, most congressmen were not lawyers, and many people believed that this was a problem. However, in recent years, more and more lawyers have been elected to Congress, and this trend is likely to continue.

The trend towards more lawyers being elected to Congress is not surprising, given the importance of the law in modern society. Lawyers are able to bring a unique perspective to congressional debates, and they are often able to help lawmakers understand complex legal issues. In addition, many lawyers have a strong understanding of the political process, and they are able to work effectively with other members of Congress.

While the trend towards more lawyers being elected to Congress is positive, it is important to remember that not all lawyers are the same. Some lawyers are strong supporters of the law, while others are more critical of it. It is important for lawmakers to be able to work effectively with all types of lawyers, and to ensure that the legal profession is represented in Congress in a fair and equitable way.

MORE FOR LESS...

We compared the State News subscription price with other daily college newspapers and found the State News to be the best deal around!!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Newspaper</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Columbia Spectator, New York, N.Y.</td>
<td>15¢/day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan Daily, University of Michigan</td>
<td>10¢/day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daily Illini, University of Illinois</td>
<td>10¢/day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minnesota Daily, University of Minnesota</td>
<td>10¢/day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State News, Michigan State University</td>
<td>2¢/day</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The below survey shows how other college newspapers handle their subscription rates.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>No%</th>
<th>OTHER DATA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Charge a fee?</td>
<td>36.3</td>
<td>63.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amount</td>
<td></td>
<td>'2.24' '11 year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How collected</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Free distribution</td>
<td>27.2</td>
<td>72.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collect at registration?</td>
<td>63.6</td>
<td>27.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Refundable?</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to a random poll of MICHIGAN STATE students by students:

read only the STATE NEWS - 97% read the STATE NEWS plus one of the following papers
LANSING STATE JOURNAL, LANSING STAR, MICHIGAN FREE PRESS, DETROIT SUN, Towne Courier, others 3% read nothing.

At 2¢ a day, you're getting the largest college newspaper for the lowest possible cost.
COURSES ON CHRISTIANITY OFFERED

The Religion Dept. is responding to a renewed interest in Christianity on campus by offering three new upper division terms which will focus on the history, religious, and social aspects of religions.

Courses, Religion studies professor, and that popular in the eight years, has been dropped completely," said. "The goal of the course is to deepen misunderstanding and to examine the relationship between Christianity and the world today."

There are two main reasons for the shift. First, the recent history of America reveals many serious problems. Second, there are significant gains in the research in religion studies.

In addition, there is a need for a course that is not only scholarly but also accessible to students. The new course in religion will meet the demand for knowledge of the subject and for an understanding of the role of religion in society.

A new course in religion will meet the demand for knowledge of the subject and for an understanding of the role of religion in society.
Council votes to aid complex

BY JAMES D. WASHcars
Lansing City Council members Monday night right go ahead with a plan to use $10 million to purchase the old Olympia Hotel complex in the 10th Ward for its future needs.

The $10 million plan for the "Olympia-Square Center" involves a parking garage a 12-story, 185-room hotel and an assortment of offices. It is being financed through the city's 10th Ward Redevelopment Corporation by a 20-year, 6.25 percent mortgage on the complex.

The complex would consist of underground parking, a 12-story hotel and 190 parking spaces. This would be a much-needed addition to the downtown area. The garage would also be the main parking facility for the complex, allowing for easier access and parking.

The plan was approved by the council, which established a budget to fund the project. The budget would allow for the necessary expenses to be covered within 10 days. The plan is expected to bring significant benefits to the city, including increased property tax revenue, improved amenities, and enhanced quality of life for residents.
Leonard has the best stereo prices and selection NOW so you can beat the holiday shopping crowds. Give or get that stereo gift this weekend at Leonard's, where stereo shopping is FUN again. Hurry Sale Ends Monday!

With Our 5-Day Only Stereo Bargains!

Earlybird Shoppers Get The Best Price Ever On The Popular Pioneer SK-434 Stereo Receiver Buy!

$99

Just in time for the holidays, while offering the popular SK-434 15 watt-channel receiver at this huge discount, so you can get a good stereo system in your home NOW! At this price with purchase of 2, 990 ft. or more speakers, you save a lot of money for your other Christmas shopping. Call Olive! 2.59-364-

Speakers For Everybody's Taste AND Budget!

$119

ARC Model 13

This is a high quality 3 way system for 3 great reasons: high-speed tweeter, dual (front) magnetic woofer, and dual (rear) magnetic mid-range. Now, Save Over 50% on Deck! Pioneer's SX-642 is the best 3 way speakers, with excellent bass, high-speed tweeter, and dual (rear) magnetic mid-range. You Can't Beat B.C.'s Top Model 900 Bell Drive Best Buy Turntable!

$129

Technics RS-646 Bande Before Other Popular Priced Dolby Cassette Decks

The RS-646 features a built-in Dolby B noise reduction system. It has a monaural and stereo mode. Includes headphones, phono slide and tone control. Our best deal value.

You Can't Beat This Famous动态 Deck's Price & Features!

$129

Includes long playing tape heads, tape bias switch, interlaced record, and automatic record. Our best deal value.

Technics WM-6077 Brain's Own Sound Headphone Center

And Also Includes Heavy Base Speakers Control!

$389

One of the legendary Brains, a powerful headphone center, comfortable fit, and headband. For more information, call 482-1414.

Leonard's Audio

We Want To Be Your Stereo Store!

WESTLAND SHOPPING CENTER
West Saginaw (at Waverly)
482-1414
Store Hours: Daily 10 AM to 9 PM
Sunday 11 AM to 6 PM

Leonard's Audio
Businessmen flock to Cuba

The MSU Bookstore and the National Association of College Bookstores present the following Book suggestions * For your Christmas Gifts.

* in stock according to publisher's shipping schedule.

Games, Sports, Nature, Juvenile & Humor

WINDSORER, Gary Smith. The student in lyrics, tales and photographs of life raised in the woods of a boy who spent his boyhood playing in the wilderness.

INNER TELLS: Playing the Game. W. Timmy Dawley. Even more useful than the other volumes in the Author's 'Topaz' series, this one is a bare-bones guide to the inner workings of the mind.

THE MONOPOD BOOK. Strategy and Tactics of the World's Most Popular Game. Maria Brady. A sure fire present for all those New Year's Eve parties you're sure to be attending.


YOU THINK JUST BECAUSE YOU'RE BIG TOOK NATURE AND INDIANS A-grapically thoughtful arrays of children's illustrations. Illustrated by the German to the English translation.


THE ANNOTATED JULEP VERN. TWENTY THOUSAND LEAGUES UNDER THE SEA. Jules Verne. A complete guide to one of the world's best loved science fiction classics. Illustrated with 100 black and white photos.

COMPLETE PLAYS OF WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE. A vol. set. Bound in red leather, with gold blocking on spine and cover. A total of over 2,000 pages. The set is priced at $49.50.

THE ADVENTURES OF SHERLOCK HOLMES. An illustrated compendium of tales of mankind's first great detective. Illustrated with 500 pages and 100 black and white photos.

THE NEW OXFORD BOOK OF AMERICAN VERSE. Richard Wilbur. A compilation of the most interesting contemporary writers. Illustrated with 500 pages and 100 black and white photos.

FOUNDERS PRIEST. Joanna Greenberg. A young woman's account of her sexual awakening, and departure from the religious life. By the author of 116.00. The promise I made to God. $14.95.

ORDINARY PEOPLE. Judith Guest. "Cord" is the holden family of this generation. The holden family is the "New York Times" Book of the Year.

PEAKS CLASSIC. Gold trimmed leather bound classics. 23 titles by Dickens, Hawthorne, Stevenson, Twain, the Brontes, Crane, Austen. Leather, more. Under eagled. Illustrated. $5.95.

EL MESTRE. Spanish novel told by the president of a future U.S. Dr. William Duffield. U.S. from the vantage point of a foreign-born country. Illustrated with 500 pages and 100 black and white photos.

PHOTOGRAPHY


THE AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHER'S HANDBOOK. Everything you want to know about photography. Illustrated with 500 pages and 100 black and white photos.

Music

THERE IS NO QUESTION. Six folktales of Harvard. Learned flatedone. A medical exploration of music and the brain. Illustrated with 500 pages and 100 black and white photos.


MUSICAL JOURNEY TO HELL. A 300 page, illustrated, hard-covered book of devils. Illustrated with 500 pages and 100 black and white photos.

JAZZ AND THE BLUES. A 300 page, illustrated book of the devil's most popular music. Illustrated with 500 pages and 100 black and white photos.

REFERENCE


ROGERS' INTERNATIONAL THEATRICAL. Fifth edition. The most important, most complete book on theatre. A must for anyone interested in theatre. Illustrated with 500 pages and 100 black and white photos.

FANCY AND MAGNIFICENT STANDARD COLOSAL DICTIONARY. 150,000 entries. Clear explanation of words. A unique gift for all the grandpas and grandmas. Illustrated with 500 pages and 100 black and white photos.


FART LADIESPORE. 70th anniversary of the famous French-Pepe Larousse. An illustrated dictionary. Illustrated with 500 pages and 100 black and white photos.

TANGLED WEB. An illustrated, annotated and annotated dictionary. Illustrated with 500 pages and 100 black and white photos.

THE AMERICAN HERITAGE DICTIONARY OF THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE. 3D Edition. 150,000 entries, 4000 illustrations, 100,000 synonyms and antonyms. Illustrated with 500 pages and 100 black and white photos.

THE DICTIONARY OF INFORMATION. Illustrated with 500 pages and 100 black and white photos.
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Earl Wind and Fire

by JOHN CAREY

Professional showmanship, smooth choral and instrumental sections of the band, and the raw emotion of the "Earth, Wind and Fire" event, were the main attractions of the evening. The band's theme was clearly evident, especially in the closing medley of "We are Family" and "The Isley Brothers' "Let's Stay Together." The music was_posts of pure joy and emotion. The band's presence was a definite highlight of the evening, as was the concert atmosphere, which was electric.

The concert began with the band's entrance, led by the trumpets and saxophones, creating a dramatic effect. The audience was immediately drawn into the performance, which was filled with energy and vitality. The band's arrangement of the opening number was well-executed, and the band members demonstrated their skills and coordination.

The second number, "Can't Take My Eyes Off You," was rendered with a soulful, passionate delivery, and the audience responded in kind. The band's tight harmonies and the lead singer's falsetto were particularly impressive.

The crowd was captivated as the band transitioned into "Getaway," a classic that was well-received by the audience. The band's musicianship was on full display, and the energy was electric.

The concert continued with a medley of hits, including "We Are Family," "Let's Stay Together," and "Shining Star." The music was a perfect blend of funk, soul, and R&B, and the audience was in awe of the band's performance.

The concert ended with the band's farewell, a send-off that was both emotional and captivating. The audience erupted into applause, and the band returned for an encore, "Spirit." The audience was left with a sense of awe and gratitude for the incredible performance they had just witnessed.

Overall, the "Earl Wind and Fire" concert was a true testament to the power of music and the band's skill. The audience was left with a sense of joy and satisfaction, and the band's presence will be long remembered.
Six nations condemned by UN; accused of ‘racist’ collaboration

NEW YORK (AP) — The UN General Assembly adopted a resolution on Friday condemning six nations accused of racism and racist policies.

The resolution, which was supported by 143 countries, states that the six nations — the United States, Britain, France, Germany, Israel and Japan — have engaged in racist behavior.

The vote to condemn the nations was 143-3, with 38 abstentions. The resolution calls for the six nations to take steps to prevent future racist policies.

The resolution threatens economic sanctions against the six nations if they fail to comply with the terms of the resolution.

The six nations condemned by the UN are:

1. United States
2. United Kingdom
3. France
4. Germany
5. Israel
6. Japan

National Academy of Sciences

President: Albert F. Knobloch

Address: 1000 H Street NW, Washington, DC 20005

Phone: 202-326-6237

E-mail: president@nas.edu

Website: www.nas.edu

The National Academy of Sciences is a private, nonprofit, membership organization of the most distinguished scholars in the fields of natural science, engineering, and medicine. It serves the nation by providing unbiased advice on some of the most important problems facing the nation and the world.

The Academy is one of three national academies affiliated with the National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine.

The other two are the National Academy of Engineering and the Institute of Medicine.

The National Academy of Sciences is composed of some of the world's most accomplished scientists and engineers.

The Academy is composed of some of the world's most accomplished scientists and engineers.

The Academy is composed of some of the world's most accomplished scientists and engineers.

The Academy is composed of some of the world's most accomplished scientists and engineers.

The Academy is composed of some of the world's most accomplished scientists and engineers.
ITEMS INCLUDE IMPORTS, JEWELRY

Emporium offers unusual gifts

IT'S THE SEASON to give pretty, precious presents and gifts from around the world. A majority of the pieces are imported, but many of the items are done by local artists. From jewelry to rugs, pottery to sculpture, the Emporium offers a one-stop shopping experience for gifts that are truly unique.

We have a large selection of jewelry, gift cards, and gift certificates. We also offer a wide variety of gift baskets, including flowers, food, and other items.

We have a wide selection of books, including fiction, non-fiction, and children's books. We also have a selection of cookbooks, travel guides, and self-help books.

We have a large selection of CDs and DVDs, including classical music, world music, and children's music. We also have a selection of video games, including board games and card games.

We have a selection of gift cards, including gift cards from companies such as Amazon, Starbucks, and Target. We also have gift cards from local businesses.

We have a selection of gift baskets, including baskets filled with food, flowers, and other items. We also have a selection of gift certificates, including gift certificates from local businesses.

The Emporium offers unique gifts for everyone on your list. Come in and browse our selection today!
E.L. was secret intelligence unit base

(continued from page 1)
The win against the Michigan State Police and the Detroit Police Dep't.—and in 1972 in the Michigan State's 3rd Dis- trict—had resulted they were the focus of drug investigations by the respective units of the two police departments and were entered into administrative lists kept by the police agencies. 

The state police intelligence unit chairmen have been that drug, and the names of these files—Asly, Sea, Frank, and Baker—had been saved since they developed — pending a suit. 

The officials acknowledged that the case concerning the state police's alleged involvement was referred to the LEIU system. 

"The state police files have to do with state police LEIU agencies have not been answered yet," said Paul Perry, the suit. If state police officials have acknowledged that the state police headquarters office was at one time the LEIU's base. 

But Capt. Lewis Field of the state police intelligence division and said they would release some details of the case because of a "busy schedule." Other officials of the state police would not comment or were unavailable for com- ment. 

Frank Butterfleld, Detroit Police Dep't., said he was the state police and the LEIU files. 

Much of the questions as to what information is to be the LEIU files and during these administrative hearings. or police information systems, held in March 1972. 

During the hearings, state police information agency was to obtain information gained by the alleged use of state police information agencies. These personnel had filed. 

The testimony stated that certain LEIU files had been entered into the state police system and handled by Michigan State Police headquarters in East Lansing. 

The state police is to be given the required crime incident and these "informational only and were to be termed the Information Department Crime Bio- data (ICB)." 

LEIU officials said the files were also information that was "pure public record." 

Questions by the committee panel, however, revealed that the 'salesman would substitute it for police information agencies or agencies responsible with the collection of minutes. 

"Public records information" were referred to and apparent that had appeared in some other public files, including those to newspapers or Congressional reports. 

The testimony indicated that because the 1972 act was the same one that passed the year after that the state's Law Enforcement Intelligence Network (LEIN). Officials from the state police and LEIU, how- ever, supplied no information on the systems, although these systems could be dissimulated through the LEIU terminals, which have adequate through a federal wiretapping system in other state and national computer systems. 

The state police dropped the criminal investigation in April 1972 because the year after that the LEIU's base. 

Wondering what to eat tonight?

Bell's has great pizza & grinders

PRINTING ON:

SPORTS LETTERING

Buy your younger brother or sister a cartoon character T-shirt for Christmas. Selections of popeye, olive oyl, filly the cat, and more.

MICHAEL D. MITCHELL

127 E. GRAND RIVER

FAX LANDING

332-2145

JERSEYS + SHIRTS

Nylon Jackets

"Count on me for economical protection and prompt, personal service."

LIKE A GOOD NIGHTRIDER

You Asked For It!

The Return of the Bob Riedy Chicago Blues Show

SUNDAY, Dec. 13

Sam Lay on drums, who has played & recorded with Muddy Waters, Howlin' Wolf, Bo Diddley, & Buddy Miles.

CAREY HILL on harmonica, who has toured & recorded with Muddy Waters & Bo Diddley. 

3 Sets Nightly, 6:30-10:30

WED.-SAT. 9-1

Special Attraction: Wood-Set.

Jill Phillips

Lizard's Underground Detroit

2300 E. Gratiot 313-770-9000

Buy 3- Save 10% WITH IN-STORE COUPON

COUNTRY FRESH

ICE MILK

ALL FLAVORS 2% GL

COUNTRY FRESH

SKIMMED MILK 2% GL

NATURAL SWISS CHEESE 1/2 LB 99¢

Golden Ripe

BANANAS

LB 15¢

CHOCOLATE BANANAS LB 19¢

FRIED LAKES

PLAIN, SHAKED OR MIMOSA GLAZED 69¢

BUTTERCRUST BREAD 1/2 LB 49¢

TANGELO ORANGES

5 LB. BAG 79¢

EBERHARD

WIN $1000 IN UPTO 1000 CASH!

SUPER CASH BINGO

See Details In Store

HENRY HOUSE WHOLE

SMOKED PICNICS

53¢

POT ROAST 58¢

8-PAK 16oz. Ret. Bts....

R.C. COLA 79¢

ADDITIONAL QUANTITIES 5¢ A BOTTLE

DELI DELIGHTS

SLICED BOILED HAM 95¢ A SLICE

COUNTRY FRESH

3301 E. MICH. 313-770-9000

LETUS MORE.

DELIGHTS
Women's volleyball team finds specialized form of game best

By CATHY LIPPMANN
State News Sports Writer

For most volleyball players, it is a great game because the back-row position, which requires quick reactions and reflexes, is a very specialized role. In other words, specialization is more than just playing a particular role in the game. It means not being able to play many roles, and how to play it well.

Each of the six players on the court plays in the front-row, back-row or middle. Back-row players, such as the left-hand back, must be able to receive, set and spike the ball with great accuracy. They must also be able to anticipate the other team's strategy and move quickly to block the other team's attacks.

Two Spartan icer... to be on probation

Kevin Coaglin and Jim Cunningham, the two Spartan hockey players who were suspended Tuesday morning for allegedly breaking a number of rules, have been released by the University of Denver.

They will definitely not be suspended from the bad and put on probation. In fact, the whole team is on probation.

Thursday, Brown and did not know whether the two players would play in the national tournament. University of Denver has not yet made an official statement, but they are still two of the best players in the country.

The two players were placed on probation and were released as a bond. They will remain in Brown's room until the tournament is over.

TRICOANALYSIS: the hair EXAM
Will your hair pass?

ICE SKATING

Register Now for Class Instruction starts Nov. 20th thru Dec. 4th.
Children's classes Saturday morning Pre-schooler's during Monday evenings 7:15 - 8:30
Holiday Skating Open Session Mon., Tues., Wed., 3 - 5 p.m., 8 - 10 p.m.

MSU ICE ARENA

CAMPUS BOOK STORE
We're paying CASH for your USED BOOKS
NOW THRU FINALS WEEK

AT 507 E. Grand River (across from Berkeley Hall)
Rise predicted in medical area insurance costs

DENVER (AP) — Rising health care costs and the nation's biggest group of managerial officers in the country's health care industry have joined the medical community's efforts to reduce drug-related accidents and decrease the cost of health care. The proposal to the legislature by the American Congress of Colleges of Optometry today would result in the establishment of a new program to monitor drug use and reduce the risk of drug-related deaths as an inevitable factor in health care situations. The program would have three main objectives: to educate and inform health care providers about the risks and benefits of drug use, to facilitate the dissemination of information about drug use and its consequences, and to improve the effectiveness of drug information programs.

Detoxification, the removal of external poison from the body with the use of medications, would be a key component of the program. Detoxification programs would be linked to drug treatment programs to provide comprehensive care. The proposal is designed to be inclusive, accommodating both public and private programs.

The program would also address the need for more comprehensive training for health care providers in the use of medications. The proposal would require that all health care providers receive training in the use of medications, with a focus on the specific medications used in drug treatment programs. The proposal would also require that health care providers receive ongoing training in the use of medications, with a focus on the specific medications used in drug treatment programs.

The program would also address the need for more comprehensive training for health care providers in the use of medications. The proposal would require that all health care providers receive training in the use of medications, with a focus on the specific medications used in drug treatment programs. The proposal would also require that health care providers receive ongoing training in the use of medications, with a focus on the specific medications used in drug treatment programs.
SANTA SAYS

...that he and Mrs. Clause do all their Christmas Shopping at the MSU Bookstore and Spirit Shop.

Join them and beat the Christmas rush!

AND...

Most Winter Term books are ready for your selection. All sales are guaranteed to be correct.

Money Man is Coming:
December 6-10th (Finals Week) 7:30 - 5:30 Daily